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the right indicate marks.fnstruction : Numbers on

Attempt any one in atleast a 1000 words : 14

(a) 'A Room of One's Own' is a landmark of the 20t], C

Feminist thought". Evaluate this statement in the light
of Virginia Woolfs observations.

O) "Rights are based on human reason and common human
virtues which are empower.ed by god." Analyze the
statement on the basis of Wollstenecraft's essay
'A Vindication of the Rights of Woman'.

(c) BeIl Hook's 'Ain't I a Woman: Block Women and
Feminism is a thorough and intriguing condemnation
of sexism and racism. Explain.

(a) Attempt any one in atleast 500 words : l0
(, Discuss the views of the narrator in Virginia

Woolfs essay. 'A Room of ONe's own' on male
writers' approach to and prolificacy of literary
writing.

(ri) Discuss the two schools of feminist literary theory
as opined by Toril Moi in Sexual/Textual Politics :

Femini-st Literary Theory'.
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O) Attempt any one in atleast 500 words : l0
(, Describe the black women's experience and

humfitation as observed by Bell Hooks in 'Ain't I
a Woman : Black Women and Feminism.

(ii) What are Wollstonecraft's Observations on'modesty,
morality and spirituality' in 'A Vindication of the
Rights of Woman'.

3 (a) Attempt any two in atleast 50 words : 10

(i) State Virginia Woolfs views on 'mimesis' and its
relationship with art and reality.

(ii) Who is Judith ? What according to Woolf in 'A
Room.....' is the sad fate of such Judiths in a male
dominated society.

(iii) State briefly the major themes of Wollstone
Craft's essay'A Vindication.......'.

(iv) What are Wollstonecraft's observations on national
education especially women's education.

fu) Attempt any two in atleast 50 words : 10

(, What according to Bell Hook's is the meaning of
feminism in 'Ain't I a woman........'.

(ii) What are Bell Hooks' views on women's education
in'AmitIaWoman.....'

(iii) 'What is a woman ? What does it mean to a
feminist today ?' Analyze the argument in the light
of Toril Moils essay 'SexuallTextual politics.....'

(iv) How does Moi defend Simone de Beauvoir's views
on feminism in the essay'sexualiTextual politics....'

1 Attempt all questions in one or two lines : 6
(a) Why does Mary Wollstonecraft cr.iticize the ideas of

Rousseau in 'A Valediction.....' ?

(b) How does Virginia Woolf describe Shakespeare's mind
in 'A Room.....' ?

(c) Which was BelI Hooks'first major book on education
published in 1994 ?

(d) What is the term coined by Tor{l Moi on Feminism
in'Sexual/Textual Politics.

(e) On which specific issues did Tovil Moi researched and
lectured ?

(0 Which according to Wollstonecraft are the two qualities
women need to possess that would make them fully
human ?
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5 fick the correct answer from the given option : 10

(attempt any ten) 
Iiscourses surveyecl(, Which are the two prominent literary c

by Tovil Movil in her essay 'sexual/Textual politics-----'

(a) Anglo-English and French

&) Ango-English and French
,{r,) Anglo-American and French
(d) Ang-American and English

(ii) what is the French term coined by cixous for writing by

and from women which represents an explosion on men's

writing thought and language ?

(a) ContemPorarY Feminism
&) Rational Feminism
(c) Radical Feminism
(d) Ecriture Feminism

(iii) According to Moi, which critical practice does the

French feminism articulate to their anti-essential
conception of the Female self ?

(a) Structuralist
(b) Post structuralist
(c) Deconstructionist
(d) Post Deconstructionist

(iv) Who has called Wollstonecraft 'a hyena in petticoat' ?

(a) Burke
O) Rousseau
(c) JosePh Johnston
(d) Horace WalPole

(v) In which year was Wollstone Craft's 'A Vindication to

the rights of women' Published ?

(a) 1792
&) 177e
(c) 1782
(d) 178e

(vi) To whom did Wotlstonecraft dedicate the second edition

of her-book 'A Valediction...'' ?

(a) To Mrs Dawson-emPloYer

G) To Everina - Sister
(c) To TalleYrand - Priest
(d) To ImlaY - lover
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(vii) Where is the narrator in the first part of Virginia
Woolfs A Room of one's own' sitting and pondering ?

(a) Oxford Bridge
0) Oxford Banks
(c) Oxbridge
(d) Oxbridge Banks

(vin) Who has criticized Woolfs essay A Room......' for its
exclusion of the women of colour.
(a) Toni Morrison
@) Alice Walker
(c) Maya Angelo
(d) Aphra Behn

(ix) In 'A Room....'by Virginia Woolf, who leaves a legacy of
five hundled pounds to the narratorlwoolf ?

(a) Mary Seton

O) Mary Jane
(c) Mary Beton
(d) Mary Carmichael

(x) Who was the major influence in the development of BelI
Hooks Pedagogical philosophy ?

(a) Paulo Freire
O) Peter Friere
(c) Paulo Frazer
(d) Peter Frazer

(xi) Who according to Hooks is the first one to introduce the
question 'Ain't I a woman in North American and Br{tish
Feminist lexicon ?"
(a) Denise Riley
G) Judith Butler
(c) Toni Morrison
(d) Sojourner Truth

(xii) WhV did Gloria Watson take the name of BeIl Hooks ?

(a) To have a 'pen name'
O) To 'please her publishers'
(c) To have 'a separate voice'
(d) To 'hold author-ity'
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